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Abstract
For courtroom admissibility, Federal Rule of Evidence (FRE) 702 mandates the reliability of (a) data, (b)
method, and (c) application of method to data. The "reliability" of each component is determined
(according to jurisdiction) by the Frye (1923) or Daubert (1993) standard. Whereas Frye entails only
general acceptance, Daubert also provides for a testable approach, whose error rate has been determined,
and has been communicated by peer review dissemination. These Daubert criteria are typically met by
conducting scientific validation studies that establish the reliability of an approach by testing it and
determining an error rate.
Forensic STR data have undergone extremely rigorous scientific validation in this country, with
validation studies of laboratory processes routinely introduced as courtroom evidence in order to establish
admissibility. Similarly, the DNA science of interpreting and matching single source profiles is solidly
grounded in the rigor of population genetics. Since there is only one correct designation of a pristine
single source profile, concordance studies can compare (the theoretically identical) results of two different
examiners.
However, interpretation of mixed DNA samples need not produce unambiguous results.
Different laboratories follow different mixture interpretation guidelines. Moreover, different examiners
within the same laboratory who are following the same guidelines often infer different STR profiles.
Therefore, there is no concordance in current forensic practice on what constitutes a "correct" mixture
solution. Thus, it is not possible to conduct a mixture interpretation concordance study in order to
validate a mixture interpretation method. But it is essential to have some way of testing the reliability of
mixture interpretation methods so that inferred profiles from DNA mixtures can be scientifically validated
and admitted as legal evidence.
We have developed a general approach to scientifically validating mixed DNA profiles. Instead
of conducting a concordance comparison (which is not possible), our approach determines the amount of
information present in the DNA match between an inferred mixture profile and a reference profile. By
examining these numerical measures of match information, one can assess the reliability of a mixture
interpretation method.
We have tested our validation approach on mixed DNA samples from multiple crime laboratories,
each of whom uses their own interpretation methods. We found that different interpretation methods
produce different inferred profiles with varying match specificity. However, regardless of match
information, once a lab's interpretation method has been scientifically validated, its inferred profiles (and
DNA matches that include those profiles) become admissible as reliable evidence in court.
In this paper, we present our novel approach to scientifically validating a lab's guidelines for
interpreting DNA mixtures. We describe different mixture interpretation guidelines used in forensic
practice, and show how these guidelines can all be validated as reliable methods. And we illustrate how
our approach can be used for presenting DNA results in court. By scientifically validating the mixture
interpretation method that it uses, a crime lab can go beyond just the admissibility of its validated DNA
laboratory data, and also ensure the admissibility of its validated interpretation methods, inferred profiles
and DNA matches.
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DNA Mixture Interpretation Admissibility
For scientific evidence to be admissible in court of law, it must be reliable. The Federal Rules of
Evidence (FRE) Rule 702 requires that (i) the underlying data, (ii) the method of interpreting the
data, and (iii) the application of this method to the data must all be reliable.
The older Frye 1923 ruling (1) defined the reliability of expert evidence as general
acceptance by the scientific community. This standard can inadvertently institutionalize junk
science, or block the introduction of better science. Therefore the more recent (and widely
embraced) Daubert 1993 ruling (2) added to this general acceptance criterion four additional
tests to help a judge assess the underlying scientific merit of the proffered evidence. These
Daubert prongs are:
(1) Testable. Is the method inherently testable, and has it been tested?
(2) Error rate. Is it possible to determine error rate of the method, and has this error rate been
determined?
(3) Peer review. Has the method been disseminated to the relevant scientific community in
ways that foster critical review?
(4) Standards. Have standards been established for the use of the method?
While no one test is required, Daubert provides useful criteria for ascertaining scientific
reliability.
The science of DNA identification coevolved with the legal Daubert standard (3). The
forensic emphasis largely centered on the reliability of DNA laboratory data and the underlying
population statistics. However, little attention was paid to the method of interpreting these data.
With clean single source reference profiles, reliable data can produce only one correct answer,
and so concordance between interpretations is sufficient for demonstrating reliability. Such
concordance studies form the basis for validating the interpretation of reference STR profiles (4,
5).
However, the situation is not so clear when interpreting mixed DNA profiles. Different
laboratories use different methods of mixture interpretation. Moreover, different people
following the same mixture interpretation protocol on the same data often derive different STR
profiles. No concordance study is therefore possible since discordant, but valid, inferred mixture
profiles cannot be meaningfully compared. Hence there is a need for a general validation
approach, which can establish the reliability of STR mixture interpretation in accordance with
FRE 702 and the Frye and Daubert requirements.
It is reasonable to question whether DNA mixture evidence is currently admissible in
American courts under FRE 702. Certainly the underlying laboratory data can be demonstrated
as reliable using established STR validation procedures (6, 7). However, DNA interpretation
experts have not validated the reliability of their mixture interpretation methods, nor the
reliability of how these methods are applied to their STR data.
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DNA mixture evidence currently fails the general acceptance test of both Frye and
Daubert, since there are no generally accepted methods for interpreting mixed stains.
Additionally, mixture evidence also fails all four scientific Daubert criteria:
(1) Testable. Inferred mixture profiles have not been tested for reliability, since the usual
concordance comparisons cannot work.
(2) Error rate. DNA laboratories generally do not determine nor publish their mixture
interpretation error rates.
(3) Peer review. Laboratories tend to not share their mixture interpretation guidelines, and
many consider their interpretation methods to be confidential.
(4) Standards. Mixture interpretation standards do not exist, since each group uses its own
interpretation protocols. Moreover, imposing one group's standards (8) on other
practitioners without a rigorous scientific theory would be harmful to both science and
the law.
The legal weakness of unvalidated scientific methods has not been lost on the defense
bar. Recent articles in the legal defense literature provide recipes for decimating unvalidated
methods. For example, in their Champion article "Evaluating and Challenging Forensic
Identification Evidence," Tobin and Thompson describe the successful admissibility challenge to
the unvalidated Comparative Bullet Lead and Analysis (CBLA) method, and extend it into a
general strategy, specifically targeting the potential weaknesses of DNA evidence (9). The
authors use four phases of forensic comparison to identify vulnerable targets for legal attack,
when considering incompletely validated interpretation methods. As applied to DNA evidence,
these phases are:
(1) infer a DNA mixture profile
(2) match the profile with a suspect profile
(3) assess the relative frequency of the profile
(4) draw conclusions
For DNA analysis, the matching methods of Phase 2 are largely agreed upon, the
population statistics of Phase 3 has been adequately addressed by the courts, and the conclusions
of Phase 4 are largely up to the finders of fact (i.e., the judge or the jury). It is Phase 1, the
inferred mixture profile, that is currently without validation support. In order to introduce DNA
mixture profiles as evidence without fear of a successful defense admissibility challenge, the
DNA expert must provide a scientific validation of their mixture interpretation method to
establish its reliability.
In this paper, I present a scientific approach to validating DNA mixture interpretation
methods. This approach does not rely on concordance studies, which are not scientifically
meaningful in this context. Rather, one can associate with each inferred mixture profile a "match
information" value which indicates how strongly the inferred profile matches the true profile.
(The true profile can be known in advance in a scientific study, or it can be determined from a
legal outcome such as a confirmed match with a guilty verdict.) I show how to use this match
information number to carefully examine the accuracy, precision and reproducibility of inferred
mixture profiles. By conducting these mixture profile match information calculations on a
standard spreadsheet, a DNA laboratory can rapidly and effectively assess the reliability of its
mixture interpretation methods. This quantitative assessment is sufficient to scientifically
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validate the laboratory's mixture interpretation method (and the application of this method to its
STR data), and thereby overcome an admissibility challenge.

Different Mixture Interpretation Methods
I present here an extended example of alternative interpretation methods and resulting profiles on
the same data. The example uses a 50:50 mixture data sample that was presented together with a
reference sample in a mock sexual assault study, as previously described (10, 11). The mixture
sample data (Figure 1A) shows the peaks for this 50:50 mixture. In a focused schematic of the
D5S818 locus data (Figure 1B), one can see how the [12, 13] reference heterozygote combined
in equal amounts with the [12, 12] unknown genotype to produce a 3:1 peak height ratio. The
examiner's task is to accurately infer the [12, 12] unknown genotype at the D5S818 locus, given
the reference and mixture data at all loci.
This section compares the results of five different mixture interpretation reviews. These
reviews were conducted on STR data derived from the same DNA samples, but using different
interpretation methods and reviewers. The conservative lab protocols were followed by two
independent reviewers (government scientists A and B), the aggressive protocols were used by
two different independent people (private lab scientists A and B), and the objective reviews were
conducted by computer using the TrueAllele® Casework System (10). (The participating
scientist teams are listed in the Acknowledgements section below.)
The "conservative" government review method for mixture interpretation is designed to
avoid overcalling the DNA profile results. In the schematic example of data having an uncertain
interpretation (Figure 2), one of the alleles must have designation "b". However, it is uncertain
what the other allele is: it could be designated as "a", as "b", or even as something else.
Therefore, this conservative protocol calls for reporting out 0, 1 or 2 alleles of which the
examiner is entirely certain. The inferred profile here has allele 1 set to "b", and allele 2 able to
assume any value. This is indicated by the [b, *] allele pair designation, where * denotes a wild
card symbol that can match any allele.
The "aggressive" private lab review method for mixture interpretation strives for more
profile specificity by trying to rule out unlikely allele pair combinations. Referring to the
uncertain data example (Figure 3), there are two likely allele calls: the heterozygote [a, b] and the
homozygote [b, b]. Any other allele pairs would be highly unlikely. This interpretation method
reports a list of the likely allele calls.
The "objective" TrueAllele computer review method for mixture interpretation is
designed to preserve match information (12, 13). It does this by reporting out a set of allele
pairs, each having an associated probability (10). When the data are unambiguous, the method
reports out just one allele pair with a probability of 1. With uncertain data, multiple allele pairs
can be reported, having probability values which add up to 1. Note that this probability
representation does not rank the allele pairs; rather, a contributor profile inferred from the
mixture data is a probability distribution described by the allele pairs and their probabilities.
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The use of allele probability distributions is common in genetic science . For example
(Figure 4A), following Mendelian inheritance in the example genetic pedigree, the parent
genotypes of [a, b] and [c, c] would produce a child with a 50% chance of having genotype [a, c]
and an equal chance of having genotype [b, c]. Over the last few decades, this statistical
representation of genetic uncertainty has been used successfully with computers to find genes,
develop diagnostic tests, and understand the underlying molecular mechanisms that can lead to
curing disease (14-16).
The data example (Figure 4B) shows how TrueAllele computer interpretation of
uncertain data can produce genotypes with probability. If allele calls [a, b] and [b, b] were both
likely solutions, then they would both be included in the probability distribution, each having a
probability that depended on the data. In this example, there is a hypothetical probability
assignment of 0.5 to each of the two possibilities.

Mixture Interpretation and Match Information
The first case review to consider follows the "conservative" interpretation method, as conducted
by government Reviewer A. For clarity, let us consider all four phases of forensic DNA
comparison.
Phase 1: Infer DNA profile. The reviewer inferred that any genotype was possible, yielding
the designation [*, *], where * denotes a wild card symbol that can match any allele. As
shown (Figure 5A) by the entirely filled in blue Punnett square (17), all allele pairs are
possible.
Phase 2: Match with known. A match comparison can be made against the known genotype
[12, 12]. As shown (Figure 5B), this genotype is represented by the small red square at
allele coordinate [12, 12]. Looking at this figure, as well as the next (Figure 6A), the
blue inferred set of all possible genotypes overlaps the red [12, 12] known genotype, and
so there is a match.
Phase 3: Relative frequency. The inferred profile [*, *] includes all possible genotypes.
Therefore, the relative frequency of the inferred profile is 100% of the population (Figure
6B), since everyone has some genotype.
Phase 4: Draw conclusions. Since the inferred profile matches everyone, there is no
information in this match. Quantitatively, one can express this fact by stating that the
match information is equal to zero (since 100% of the population has a frequency of 1,
and log(1) = 0).
A scientist can calculate match information directly from the population frequencies.
The match likelihood ratio (which fully describes the match information) can be roughly defined
as the probability of observing a specific match divided by the probability of observing a random
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match. For most situations, this is exactly the random match probability – the reciprocal of the
relative frequency. The Match Information (MI) is obtained by calculating this likelihood ratio
when matching the inferred profile against the true, known profile. To properly measure and add
up information, it is useful to work with the logarithm of the likelihood ratio. To summarize
then:
Match Information = log ( match likelihood ratio )
⎛ Probability (specific match) ⎞
= log ⎜
⎝ Probability (random match) ⎟⎠

In the usual cases seen in current forensic practice, there is a specific match (so that the
probability of the observed specific match is certainty, i.e., equal to 1) and the random match
probability is the population frequency, so that the Match Information becomes:
⎛
⎞
1
Match Information = log ⎜
⎝ population frequency ⎟⎠
= − log ( population frequency )
since the logarithm of a reciprocal equals the negative of a logarithm. To summarize, for
mixture interpretation validation, most DNA laboratories would calculate match information at a
locus from population frequency data using the formula:
Match Information = − log ( population frequency )

(For clarity in this paper, base 10 logarithms are used throughout. That is, if y = 10 x ,
then x = log10 (y) . For example, when y is 1,000,000, i.e., y = 10 6 , then x = log10 (10 6 ) = 6 . For
the reader unpracticed in the use of logarithms, it can be helpful to take the log base 10 by
counting the number of zeros to the decimal point.)

Different Mixture Interpretation Results
The second government reviewer B, looking "conservatively" at the same STR case data,
inferred a different mixture profile at locus D5S818. Reviewer B inferred [12, *], specifying the
first allele as 12, and leaving the second allele undesignated and free to match any allele. This
inferred genotype is more specific than Reviewer A's [*, *] interpretation (Figure 7), and it only
matches those genotypes having at least one allele designated as 12. The increased specificity
reduces the relative population frequency of the inferred profile from 100% down to 50%. The
result is an increase in match information (computed as the negative logarithm of the population
frequency 0.50) from zero up to 0.3.
The first private lab reviewer A, using a different "aggressive" mixture interpretation
method, arrived at the same inferred [12, *] genotype as the "conservative" government reviewer
B (Figure 7). This replicated result has the same 50% relative frequency of the inferred profile
and the same match information of 0.3.
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However, the second private lab reviewer B, "aggressively" inferred a more specific
result, comprising the two allele pairs [12, 12] and [12, 13]. This increased specificity (Figure 8)
fills in even fewer of the Punnett square entries. The relative population frequency of Reviewer
B’s inferred profile is concomitantly reduced to 20%, with an increased match information of
0.7.
The TrueAllele "objective" computer review inferred only one answer, with probability
one: [12, 12]. This is the most specific inferred profile, which exactly matches the known
answer (Figure 9). The increased specificity reduces the relative frequency of the inferred
profile down to 10%, with an associated increase of match information to 1 (since –log10(0.1) =
+log10(10) = 1).
To obtain the match information for an entire inferred profile, simply add up the
computed match information from every locus in the profile. (This works because of locus
independence and the use of logarithms.) Combining the population frequencies in this additive
way, one can write:

MI profile =

∑ MI

locus

locus

which means that the match information of the entire profile is equal to the sum of the match
information at each of the loci.
An example of how the individual locus match information values add up to the total
profile match information can be seen for this case in the publicly accessible study section of the
www.trueallele.net web site (Figure 10).

Scientific Validation of Mixture Interpretation
With five independent reviews for the D5S818 locus in this 50:50 mixture case, the reviewers
inferred four different genotype solutions. These differences demonstrate that a concordance
study between incommensurable profiles would not be possible. However, the match
information statistic introduced above fully captures a profile’s information content in ways that
can be used for scientific validation. This section shows how accuracy, precision and (most
importantly) reproducibility studies can be conducted based on this match information
measurement.
I chose accuracy, precision and reproducibility measures because they are familiar to
forensic scientists who perform laboratory data validations in accordance with DAB guidelines
(6). The reproducibility measure is the most important one for scientific and legal reliability, and
its characterization is a key result of this paper. The accuracy measure is also useful in
validation studies, since a wholly inaccurate mixture interpretation method would not be
considered to be reliable. The precision measure used here was selected from several options,
and helps motivate a statistic based on an average of differences.
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Importantly, these (and many other) validation measures are based on the match
information (MI) value of an inferred profile. The ultimate legal use of an inferred DNA profile
is the match information that it produces, so the MI statistic is quite appropriate for assessing the
efficacy and reproducibility of forensic STR interpretation methods.
Inferred DNA profiles can be represented at a locus in different ways, including as lists of
alleles, as lists of allele pair genotypes, and as probability distributions. These different
representations, as well as the different answers within one representation, are often
incommensurable – there is no logical way to compare the profiles. This incommensurability
makes it impossible to conduct a concordance study based on direct profile comparison, whether
between or within laboratories. However, regardless of its representation, the full profile has a
match information relative to the true profile. This MI is just an ordinary real number (and not a
large, unwieldy profile representation), which can be compared against other MI numbers or
used in mathematical formulas. Therefore, these profile MI numbers can be used in place of the
actual profiles in a statistical validation study.
The data set used in this section is taken from the two contributor cases previously
described (10). Specifically, we analyzed "conservative" interpretation results from the 1 ng
DNA mixture samples having 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% unknown contributors for two pairs of
individuals. There were two reviews (A and B) performed for each of these eight cases. The
match information (MI) statistic for each profile was computed in the TrueAllele Casework
system using logarithms of population frequency, as described above.
Accuracy asks the question of whether an answer is correct. Webster's dictionary defines
accuracy as the "degree of conformity of a measure to a standard or a true value." Figure 11
shows a bar plot of the MI statistic for each pair of reviewer (A and B) inferred profiles, for all
eight cases. It is visually apparent that the MI values lie between 9 (match likelihood ratio
exceeding a billion to one) and 15 (match likelihood ratio exceeding a million billion to one).
Therefore, on average, the inferred profiles are clearly identifying the correct individual.
This overall accuracy is well expressed through the average of the match information
values for the N different case reviews:
1 N
MI = ∑ MI i
N i=1
which says that the average case match information ( MI ) equals the sum of the match
information for each case ( MI i ), divided by the total number of cases ( N ). The case MI values
taken from the Excel spreadsheet that generated the figure are shown (Table 1). These cases
have an average match information of 11.91, or roughly a likelihood ratio of one trillion to one
(since log10(1,000,000,000,000) = 12).
Precision asks the question of how precisely an answer is described. Webster's defines
precision as "the degree of refinement with which an operation is performed or a measurement
stated." The match information statistic describes the number of significant digits that an
inferred profile has attained in reaching the full discriminating power of a DNA profile. So in
asking, "How close is this profile to the true profile?", the difference between an inferred
profile’s MI and the true profile’s MI provides a precise measurement of how close it is in each
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case. Figure 12 shows a bar chart, similar to that in Figure 11, but now adding a bar within each
case group that represents the MI of the true profile. The underlying data from this Excel
spreadsheet are shown in Table 2, along with the MI differences between the inferred and true
profiles for every case.
A reasonable measure of precision for validating a mixture interpretation method is the
average MI difference between inferred and true profiles:
1 N
ΔMI = ∑ MI i − MI i true
N i=1

(

)

which says that the average case match information difference ( ΔMI ) equals the sum of the
match information differences between inferred and true for each case ( MI i − MI i true ), divided by
the total number of cases ( N ). These differences are computed and shown (Table 2). For the
"conservative" interpretation method in this validation example, the average MI difference is
–5.41. Since log10(1,000,000) = 6, the inferred profiles are, on average, within a million to one
likelihood ratio of the true answer.
Reproducibility concerns the repeatability of an answer. Consider again the data plotted
in Figure 11. Observe that the two reviewers, while not always generating exactly the same
profile, are producing match information values that are very close in every case. This
repeatability goes to the heart of the scientific validation of mixture interpretation methods,
asking, "How repeatable is the solution?" The answer to this question squarely addresses the
reliability of the DNA mixture interpretation process.
Scientists and statisticians often measure reproducibility through the variance of a
process (18). It is often useful to express the variance through its square root, the standard
deviation, which preserves the original units. The standard deviation for mixture interpretation is
the average square deviation between the MI of a case and the average MI for that case.
2
The standard statistical formula for variance σ MI
within case groups is:
2
σ MI
=

(

1 m ni
∑ ∑ MIi, j − MIi
N i=1 j =1

)

2

2
which says that the average case match information squared deviation ( σ MI
) equals the sum of

(

)

2

the match information squared deviations between inferred and true for each case MI i, j − MI i ,
divided by the total number of cases ( N ). Note that the variance here is measuring the variation
between each individual review of a case ( MI i, j ) relative to group average for all reviews of that
particular case ( MI i ).
(Remarks on notation: The subscript i refers to the ith case, while the subscript pair i,j
refers to the jth review of the ith case. The double summation

m

ni

∑∑
i=1 j =1

indicates that the N total

reviews can be grouped into multiple reviews of m different cases. The ith case has ni separate
reviews.)
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The standard deviation σ MI is defined in statistics as the square root of the variance:

σ MI =

(

1 m ni
∑ ∑ MIi, j − MIi
N i=1 j =1

)

2

The MI standard deviation σ MI is helpful in understanding reproducibility because it is expressed
2
in the same units as match information. (The variance σ MI
, on the other hand, is scaled in the
less intuitive "squared MI" units.)
An Excel spreadsheet where each of the eight paired case reviews is shown in a separate
row (Table 3). The columns A and B provide the individual MI scores from Reviewers A and B
for each case. The next column, labeled "m," gives the average (or mean) value of the MI values
recorded within each case. The last two columns in the spreadsheet compute the square

(

deviation MI i, j − MI i

)

2

between each reviewer’s case match information MI i, j and the average

match information MI i for that case row.
At the bottom of the table, an entry adds up all the squared deviations to form the sum of
2
squares SS. The estimated variance σ MI
, or average sum of squares, is calculated as SS/N.
Finally, the estimated standard deviation σ MI is computed as the square root of the variance.
The resulting MI standard deviation equals 0.14, which is a small amount of MI variation
relative to one logarithm unit of human identification. That is, the variation between multiple
reviews of the same cases is very small. Hence, this "conservative" mixture interpretation
method is quantitatively determined to be highly reproducible, with a known σ MI reliability
measured as 0.14 MI units.

Comparison of Validation Results
The validation results for three different mixture interpretation methods are shown in Table 4.
The first row, validating the "conservative" method, shows an accuracy of 11.91 match
information units, a precision of -5.41 MI units, and a reproducibility of 0.140 MI units. These
validation numbers do not in any way constitute a value judgment on the reliability of the
interpretation method. However, by having these MI statistics available for presentation in court
(particularly the all-important reproducibility determination), a laboratory can demonstrate that it
has scientifically measured the reliability of its mixture interpretation method.
The match information comparison bar chart for the "aggressive" mixture interpretation
method is shown in Figure 13. Each case cluster shows the MI statistic for reviewer A, reviewer
B and the true profile. Visually, as compared with the "conservative" method, there appears to
be more match information on average, but with greater variation between analysts’ deduced
profiles. This observation is borne out in the second row of Table 4, where there is an
improvement of 4 MI units for accuracy and precision, but a six-fold increase in MI standard
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deviation to 0.833, indicating a less reproducible process. Again, these MI validation statistics
are neither good nor bad, but merely provide the scientific assessment of the method’s reliability
required by the court.
In comparing the "conservative" and "aggressive" mixture interpretation methods, one
might ask if there is a fundamental trade-off between accuracy and precision on the one hand,
and reproducibility on the other. That is, are more accurate interpretation methods inherently
less reproducible? And does greater reproducibility imply lower precision? That might well be
the case for the human interpretation of DNA mixture data. However, as demonstrated next,
there is no such inherent limitation on statistical computer review.
The "objective" computer mixture interpretation method’s match information comparison
bar chart is shown in Figure 14. Each case cluster shows MI statistics for four different
computer interpretation run profiles, and the true STR profile. (It is far easier to have a computer
conduct multiple independent reviews of the same case than it is to ask people to perform this
repetitive task.) There appears to be virtually complete match information, and very little
variation between the interpretations. This observation is confirmed in the third row of Table 4,
where one observes virtually no loss of match information relative to the true profile (accuracy
and precision), and a high reproducibility indicated by a standard deviation of less than 0.1 MI
units. These data indicate that automated computer mixture interpretation methods are
inherently amenable to rapid and complete scientific validation.

Conclusion
The law requires the admissibility of scientific evidence in order for it to be presented in court.
This admissibility is based on the reliability of the proffered evidence, including the data, the
method and the application of the method to the data (FRE 702). The reliability of these
components is demonstrated by conducting validation studies that address jurisdictional
requirements (Frye or Daubert).
In forensic DNA practice, mixture interpretation methods have not been validated. This
scientific gap is partially due to the absence of any rigorous method for validating mixture
interpretation. For example, conventional concordance studies cannot work. However, mixture
interpretation must be validated in order to introduce DNA evidence in court without significant
risk of successful challenge.
This paper remedies the scientific gap by presenting a new statistical approach for
rigorously validating mixture interpretation methods. The approach uses match information (a
likelihood statistic based on population frequencies) to assess accuracy and precision. By
measuring the standard deviation between different reviewers within the same case, the approach
can quantitatively determine the reproducibility of a mixture interpretation method.
The paper showed how to implement the statistical validation approach in a standard
Excel spreadsheet (no proprietary software is required). Laboratories already perform multiple
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reviews of the same case, and use population statistics to quantitatively assess match
information. It takes only a few hours to enter these match information results into a
spreadsheet, and calculate the standard deviation to measure reproducibility. This calculation
will validate the lab's mixture interpretation method, generating the scientific reliability results
needed to refute admissibility challenges.
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Figure 1A. A 50:50 mixture profile for PowerPlex 16 STR data on an ABI/310 DNA sequencer.
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Figure 1B. A zoomed in schematic of the D5S818 locus data showing how a heterozygote
genotype combined in equal amounts with a homozygote genotype produces a 3:1 peak
height ratio.
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uncertain data
Allele 1: b
Allele 2: anything
a

b

Figure 2. The goal of "conservative" government review of uncertain mixture data is to avoid
overcalling the results. The inferred locus profile can report out 0,1 or 2 alleles.
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uncertain data
Allele calls:
a

1. a b
2. b b

b

Figure 3. The goal of "aggressive" private lab review of uncertain mixture data is to try ruling
out unlikely mixture combinations. The inferred locus profile reports a list of possible
allele calls.
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Figure 4. The goal of "objective" computer review is to preserve match information. (A)
Genetic uncertainty produces STR profiles that have probabilities associated with each
possible genotype. (B) Data uncertainty can similarly produce an STR profile genotype
with a probability distribution of allele calls.
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(B)

Figure 5. (A) Conservative human review in a government laboratory infers all possible allele
pairs [*, *], which completely fills the square and represents all possible individuals. (B)
The known genotype is the allele pair [12, 12].
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(B)

Figure 6. (A) The inferred profile [*, *] includes all possible genotypes, which matches the
known genotype [12, 12]. (B) The relative frequency of the inferred profile is 100% of
the population, which yields no useful match information. I.e., MI = 0.
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Figure 7. The second government reviewer B, looking "conservatively" at the same STR case
data, inferred a mixture profile at locus D5S818 of [12, *]. So did the first private lab
reviewer following a more "aggressive" mixture interpretation protocol. This genotype
set matches 50% of the population, including the known profile [12, 12]. The
information for matching 50% is 0.3.
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Figure 8. The second private lab reviewer B "aggressively" inferred the two allele pairs [12, 12]
and [12, 13]. There are fewer Punnett square entries, hence a lower relative population
frequency and increased match information.
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Figure 9. The TrueAllele "objective" computer review inferred only one answer, [12, 12], which
exactly matches the known answer. The relative frequency of the correct inferred profile
at 10% is the smallest possible, yielding maximal match information.
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Figure 10. The "match strength" page of the www.trueallele.net web site shows how the
individual locus match strengths add to the total match strength for the full profile. Since
the inferred profile is being compared here against the true profile, the match strength
values provide the match information (at each locus and for the full profile).
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Figure 11. A bar plot of the MI statistic for each pair of "conservative" reviews (A and B)
inferred profiles. The eight cases are for two different pairs of contributors, each case
having different mixture weights. The y-axis shows the match information statistic in log
units.
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Figure 12. A bar plot of the MI statistic for the "conservative" reviewers (A and B) that now
includes a bar showing the maximum attainable match information for the known profile.
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Figure 13. A bar plot of the MI statistic for the "aggressive" reviewers (A and B), including a
bar showing the maximum attainable match information for the known profile.
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Figure 14. A bar plot of the MI statistic for the four "objective" reviews (A, B, C, D) by the
TrueAllele Casework computer, including a bar showing the maximum attainable match
information for the known profile.
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Tables

Table 1. Accuracy: The match information values for each case for the two "conservative"
reviewers A and B. The average of these 16 values is shown.
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Table 2. Precision: The match information values for the "conservative" reviewers A and B,
showing the MI differences between the inferred and true profiles. The spreadsheet
calculated the average of these 16 MI differences as –5.41.
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Table 3. Reproducibility: The Excel spreadsheet for eight paired case reviews. For each case
(row), Reviewers A and B inferred profiles having the MI scores shown (columns) for
each case. The mean "m" column has the average value of the MI values recorded within
each case row. The last two columns show the square deviation between the reviewer's
MI and the average MI for that case. Also shown are the SS, average SS and the standard
deviation results.
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Conservative
Aggressive
Objective

Accuracy
11.91
15.93
17.24

Cybergenetics © 2006

Precision
-5.41
-1.39
-0.09

Reproducibility
0.140
0.833
0.095

Table 4. Validation results for different mixture interpretation methods using a set of Match
Information statistics. The interpretation methods methods (rows) are government
"conservative" and private lab "aggressive" human review, and TrueAllele "objective"
computer review. The statistics (columns) are accuracy (average match information),
precision (average loss of match information), and reproducibility (standard deviation
within case).
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